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Abstract: 

Cognition and Communication are two processes that are interrelated through the sciences 

Noology and Electronics. Cybernetics is the art and science of understanding, which connects 

these two sciences together. In an age where human rights are inclusive of transformation of 

a human as a Cyborg, man and machine are closely working together, where machine 

intelligence means connecting machines with Noosphere. As we all know the basic difference 

between human beings and animals are with respect to thinking, where humans are more 

endowed with divine qualities and powers, which are controlled through the Words. Humans 

are also involved in the creation of the Words through their creative abilities. This paper aims 

to describe an idea about the communication and control through an invisible media known 

as Noosphere, where exchange of Words, generation of Words, rearrangement of Words, 

elimination of Words and modification of Words are done in the Heart and we inform the 

world about the invention of the Word. We use a methodology of analogous comparison with 

the communication through the Electromagnetic waves over a perfect conductor, where the 

media is a perfect conductor of words known as Holy Spirit. It also uses an analogy with 

electrons. This paper can be considered as a key paper related with Control, Cybernetics, 

Noology and Electronics, which gives the ultimate in all communication technologies and the 

ultimate status of Noosphere prophesied by intellectuals, through which Cybernetics can be 

raised to its original thought as the Science of Government, without any fear about 

unscrupulous Governments. This paper discusses how power is controlled through words 

and explains the weirdness in Control, Electronics, Computer Communications, and the 

Cyberspace communications. The communication system developed through this media can 

be called as Sky Mail or S-MAIL. 

 


